Zombies -

That's Why We're Here

How You Can Help

You've seen the movies, played the games,
perhaps read the comics or one of the many
hot new 'Zombie' books coming out these
days.

The Zombie Rights Campaign was founded
to foster peaceful coexistence between the
Living and the Differently Animated, and
we labor almost as tirelessly as the Undead
themselves, toward a happier and more
tolerant future.

If you want to contribute to the cause of
Undead Equality, we want your help! There
are many enjoyable ways to promote
tolerance of the Differently Animated.

But have you ever thought of what existence
is like for a Zombie? Have you ever asked
yourself, 'What does a Zombie want out of
Unlife, anyway?'

•

The Same Things As a
Living Person
It's true! Zombies are hardworking,
taxpaying citizens, looking to build Unlives
and contribute to their communities. Don't
buy into the Hollywood stereotype of the
shambling, brain-fixated, smelly
decomposing Zombie one day longer!

Unfortunately, It's Not
That Simple
Despite their best efforts in reaching out to
the Living Community, Zombies are
tragically still the victims of widespread
prejudice, discrimination and
misunderstanding.

•

•

Zombie children play with toys too.

What We Do
The Zombie Rights Campaign is a proactive, ultra-modern, high-tech operation
focusing on fighting cruel Zombie
stereotypes with every tool at our disposal.
We operate the premiere Pro-Zombie
website at www.zombierightscampaign.org,
review artistic works for their portrayal of
the Undead Community, engage in direct
action, protests and picketing, etc
We work hardest at fostering a productive
dialogue between Zombies, their supporters,
and the general public, in the hope of
creating a brighter future for everyone.

Support Zombie Friendly Media and
Positive Portrayals of the Zombie
population
Speak out to your friends, neighbors,
family about the plight of the
Zombie-American
When you see someone use the word
'Zombie' as an epithet, remind them
that Zombies are people too!

You can also support the ZRC itself! We
would love to see you at future ZRC events
(see the blog for details). You can download
informational materials from our site,
comment on Zombie topics, and even
purchase a wide variety of Zombie Friendly
products from our ZRC store.

Zombie Facts
•
•
•
•

ZOMBIE RIGHTS

Zombies are rarely allowed to vote*
Zombies can't fulfill their civic duty
and serve on a jury**
Zombies are often denied the right to
eat in restaurants alongside the living
Zombies can't marry or even be with
the Zombie, or Living Person, of
their choosing!***

AND
YOU

Tim is our official ZRC Spokeszombie and Junior
Goodwill Ambassador.
Zombie Tim likes ice cream just like Living children.
*Outside of Chicago, where being dead rarely
hinders voting
**Many Zombies would let this one slide
***Necrophilia not illegal in all states

Zombie Tim loves to fly his kite.
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